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THOUGHT FOR THE
MONTH

The theme for this month’s issue is “doing better”. After all, that should be our
aspiration, individually and as a group of Rugby - philes. Read about how a referee who has done better by learning from others and how an international player
did better by being honest. We should do the same. Listen, learn and be honest
about how much we will commit to refereeing and hope to get out of it.
With the final games of 2013-14 played out and, hopefully, a good summer to look
forward to, we should use the hiatus between seasons to relax, reflect and resolve. We can now ease up on the intensity of our activities, take stock of and
recall what has happened since last September and resolve what we will do next
season and beyond to achieve Better Refereeing for Better Rugby.

It’s equally important for these same reasons that, collectively, we take time to
reflect on our past achievements and prepare to meet future challenges.
Our monthly meetings provide opportunities to do this but it’s the Annual General
Meeting for the election of officers where the process begins. That’s why we
should be there. Management Group deserves our support for what it has done.

DATES FOR YOUR
2014 DIARY

The various officers will tell us what we did and what we failed to do. The referees at the meeting will tell of their experiences, how well they were received at
clubs and comment on how much they enjoyed the season. We have the opportunity to say how CUDRRS might do things better in providing training, development, communication, administration and general support. Unless members
speak up and identify how they would like the society to progress, the status quo
may simply be preserved but opportunities be lost. The status quo might be OK
for us and our customers now but we could do things better, couldn’t we?

Wednesday 28th May 2014

It is not the role of CONTACT or the intention of this issue to argue for any specific change. That is the function of members and the AGM to discuss and decide.

Be so good they can’t
ignore you.

ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
7.30pm at
SHELFORD RUFC
Formal notice will be given
in due course seeking
nominations for Officers
and matters for the
agenda.

However, through CONTACT, issues can be explored in a constructive way.
Questions: Are you getting enough games to keep you happy?
Do you feel that your competence is being tested enough?
Are you being assessed as frequently as you wish?
Are you receiving sufficient help to become a better official?
Is the society providing you with all the right tools for the job?
Answers:

On a postcard to Management Group or to CONTACT or, better still,
presented in person at Shelford RUFC on 28th May.

If your answer is ‘No’ to any of the above, you should be at the AGM to say so.
If you answer ’Yes’ to any of the above, you should be at the AGM to say Thanks.
AGM’s are often regarded as boring affairs but without them societies would grind
to a halt. No CUDRRS member in their right mind would want that to happen and
neither would those who rely on us to make their games enjoyable.
Show you are compos mentis by being there. Duty calls.

Editor
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REFLECT
Every now and then it’s important to reflect on why we are members of CUDRRS and to
determine whether we enjoy our membership and regard it as time well spent.
Now is the moment to reflect on our efforts in 2013-14 and, as we do, our chests should
swell with pride and rightly so. Once again, we managed to provide a competent referee to all fifteen a side matches played in our area. Requests for referees for seven-aside and mini tournaments were also met. Obviously, local rugby benefitted from the
dedication we showed, they often told us so. However, we have to ask ourselves how
long can we keep up this level of service. There is no room for complacency.
As yet, there is no scientific method for prolonging the active life of our long serving referees. We do have many
scientists in our ranks so maybe the AGM should commission them to carry out research to find one.
Failing that, we will have to recruit energetically to maintain and increase our numbers. The harvest lies in the
rugby fields around the County and the University. The way members present and conduct themselves in these
locations is a key factor. Behave well and be smartly dressed to impress. Next season, CUDRRS will be seen to
be “In the Pink”. This may provoke good hearted banter which can be used to engage the jokers in conversation
about the joys of being a referee. Opportunity seldom knocks twice. Recruit to survive has to be our maxim.
There are many development opportunities available to CUDRRS referees. They can be appointed to a wide
range of matches from Under 13’s to veterans played on 5 days of the week in the season. The University Colleges Rugby is an ideal proving ground for new and up and coming referees. Played without the cynicism you see
in top level rugby, their style is fast and furious and clean. Referees and the decisions they make are respected
which lessens the pressures on them which they experience elsewhere in some adult games.
Stuart Graveston informed CONTACT that we refereed nearly 130 college
games, 20 more than last season. Virtually all the league fixtures were
played and the three Cuppers competitions completed. Discipline was, as
usual, very good with only one red card and some 21 yellow cards being
used.
The ELRA course run by the University CB in December led to the recruitment of three more college members who will progress their refereeing
career with us. They add to the growing complement of University based
members in CUDRRS.
Calum Worsley (pictured left) and Louis Biggs, both second year students,
are rapidly climbing up the grading ladder. Once again, visiting referees
from the USA were welcomed and enjoyed their college games
Stuart wishes to thank all those referees who gave of their time and for the flexibility a number of them showed to
enable him to overcome the challenges he had to cope with due to college captains’ “organisation”. Why not resolve to offer your services to the next Colleges Appointments Secretary and improve your refereeing performance and your enjoyment of Rugby? Come to the AGM and talk to those that do. Put your name down.
How much do you enjoy the monthly meetings or the written reports about them? Are the topics they cover ones
which will help you referee better? If you have a particular need, our approachable Training Manager will arrange
something to fit. Tuesday nights at Shelford suit some but not enough of our referees. There is no one best night
of the week to get full attendances. Alternatively, if several referees have a similar need and can meet together at
an agreed time, there are enough members with training skills in the society who would run a session for them.
We also have RFU courses available to supplement CUDRRS training. Make sure you read Page 7.
Some may not have the wish or the appetite for change. There are others who feel that progress automatically
comes with experience. Two Americans knew differently and the following quotes are worth considering as we
move towards the next season. Neither of them ever refereed a rugby match but they knew a thing or two.
Without continual growth and progress, such words as improvement, achievement and success have no
meaning. (Benjamin Franklin).
Human progress is neither automatic nor inevitable... Every step toward the goal of justice requires sacrifice, suffering, and struggle; the tireless exertions and passionate concern of dedicated individuals.
(Martin Luther King, Jr.) Substitute “realisation of full potential” for “justice” and you will get the point.
Nothing stays the same for ever and better referees prepare themselves to adapt. Relax, Reflect and Resolve.
A new season awaits. Let’s be ready for it. Those with a desire to be up graded may receive good news at the
end of this season or be disappointed. They should reflect on what they need to do to meet the requirements for
promotion and resolve to do it. Help is available to overcome their weaknesses. They only have to ask.
Hopefully, CONTACT will always give them food for thought and encourage them to greater heights.
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I’M ALRIGHT. JACK.
This was the reply to the question “How are you?” put to Jack Lewars, one of our
referee members, now operating on non-Cambridgeshire fields. And from this
answer, CONTACT is pleased to report that he is more than just alright.
Jack received CONTACT PICTORIAL last month and wrote “Just to say that this
is another cracking issue. It is genuinely the only newsletter I actually enjoy reading and I write at least two myself. Keep up the sterling work. Best. Jack”
It may have been the two articles in the April issue that concerned his alma mater
Trinity College that prompted him to get in touch with his welcome comments.
Another journalist in the camp and CONTACT on the lookout for material, your
Editor was soon enquiring about the health and progress of our man in London.
“How’s about an article telling us what you are up to” brought a quick response
from him and we can all read about what Jack has been up to.

A CAPITAL PERFORMANCE
I only dropped Mike a line to say how much I enjoy CONTACT, and now I find myself writing something for the
next issue. Caveat lector, as Cicero might have said.
My first season at CUDRRS feels like a long time ago but it was only in September 2011 that I began to referee in
and around Cambridge. Indeed, in that first season which took in over fifty games, I got to visit nearly every club
in the area at some point or another. If anyone from Cambourne is reading this, I still have the key to your referees' changing room. And I'm pretty sure Christ's College still have my flags, the thieving little...
Anyway, at the end of that first season the pressure of living and working in London led me to switch allegiance to
the behemoth that is the London Society (traitor! etc.). To say that my first experience of a Society meeting was a
little different is somewhat of an understatement - expecting the cosy, almost fraternal atmosphere of the Shelford
clubhouse, I instead walked into a 200 seater lecture theatre near Russell Square and was lost in an enormous
crowd of officials, all of whom seemed to know each other intimately.
If I was worried about being lost in the throng, that fear was soon allayed. Tony Spreadbury was leading a discussion about refereeing and I was foolish enough to volunteer an answer. Within a minute, I was on stage giving
my pre match briefing to a crowd of (slightly worse for wear) referees, including Wayne Barnes, Greg Garner and
Spreaders himself. Welcome to London, son.
Thankfully, the road since then has been a little smoother. I went up to Level 6 at Christmas and have been
learning the ropes at that level, and with a couple of Level 5 games under my belt I hope to be considered for the
SE Group in the future. My career has been momentarily interrupted by ankle ligament reconstruction - indeed,
the op was completed yesterday, which was why I was so delighted to see CONTACT in my inbox this morning but I aim to be fit for the new season in September (I may be just too late for August's fitness tests, in a cunning
tactical move).
Away from the pitch, I now work full-time for the School of Hard Knocks charity, which continues to be stimulating. We retain a link with Cambridge University RUFC, which is our registered office, and I was delighted to referee the LX Club in November under the watchful eye of Mr Osbourn. His entirely over-generous report contributed
to my re-grading to Level 6 - payment in the post, Charles.
It has been some time since I have been able to pop back for a CUDRRS meeting or event but the excellent
CONTACT keeps me up to date with all your news, and I sincerely miss being able to sit in a room where I know
everyone and can draw on the experience of Messrs. Evans, Kennedy, Dimambro et al. Much of what they said
still has a profound effect on my refereeing in each game. I do hope to get back to see everyone soon but, in the
meantime, I would love to hear anyone's news and I can be reach via jacklewars@hotmail.co.uk.
Finally, I was asked recently at a training meeting what the best bit of refereeing advice I've ever been given
is. Without hesitation, I can say it was after I had an absolute stinker in the Colleges Division 3. "Always, always
make the tackler roll away first." (Rowan Kitt, 2011).

TOUCH PAUSE ENGAGE
Three words condemned to the past, hopefully. Crouch Bind Set seems to be working and the IRB appears happy
that a way has been found to limit the time wasted by constant resetting of collapsed scrums. Until the next time?
Clive Norling, former Welsh international referee in 35 tests, said “One reason the lawmakers keep tinkering
with the laws on the scrum is because it is refereed poorly”. The revised protocol has been laid down and
referees enjoined to follow it strictly especially with regard to the ball being thrown in straight. Too many referees
are still opting out of policing the throw in which is unforgiveable. CUDRRS referees are advised to free kick the
first wrong ‘un which will shock some 9’s who are still getting used to the silent treatment by referees at the put in.
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THE EYES HAVE IT
The RFU has said “Yes” to the wearing of goggles as protection for players
who have vision problems or medical conditions that affect their eyes. However, it is only a trial and is limited to players who are Under 13 years old
and below. This innovation will enable more children with eye conditions to
play Rugby.
The trial started on 31st March and will continue throughout the 2014-15 season. The full text of the memorandum sent to all Honorary Secretaries of
Constituent Bodies, England Rugby Football Schools Union and the Rugby
Football Referees Union is reproduced here.
Background
As you may be aware, the RFU and Constituent Bodies have received a number of complaints over the last season relating to the prohibition on sports goggles in all contact rugby at all ages. Discussions and considerable
efforts have therefore been taking place internally for some time and the RFU has been liaising closely with the
Association of British Dispensing Opticians to develop a practical solution to provide a wider degree of flexibility
to enable great social inclusion in Rugby Union.
The RFU has therefore decided to introduce in England a trial that would enable the wearing of certain sport goggles (dispensed under professional supervision) by players playing contact rugby at the Under 13 age grade and
below. This trial is a variation of the RFU’s current regulations which prohibits all types of goggles to be worn in
contact rugby.
Whilst for the most part the trial will not take full hold until next season, the RFU recognises that some players
may be in a position to adhere to the conditions of the trial in this current season. If this is the case, the RFU
sees no reason why such players should be prevented from participating in the trial this season, provided all of
the trial conditions are satisfied.
To this end, the trial will commence with immediate effect and will last until the end of the 2014-15 Season,
whereupon the position will be reviewed further.
Conditions of the trial
The trial will permit players playing contact rugby at the Under 13 age grade and below to wear specially
designed and manufactured sports goggles subject to the following conditions (all of which must be met):







The sports goggles must be dispensed by a registered dispensing optician who is a member of the
Association of British Dispensing Opticians* (“ABDO”); and
The player must have written confirmation from the ABDO dispensing optician that the sports goggles:
a) Are required to correct the vision of the player or are required to protect the player’s eyes due to a
medi cal condition, to enable the playing of Rugby Union; and
b) Do not substantially restrict any normal field of vision and are suitable for use in evasion contact
sports; and
c) Do not constitute a physical danger to the player or other players; and
The match referee is entitled to object to the player wearing the sports goggles if the referee reasonably
believes that they are unsafe; and
Clubs must notify the RFU Legal Officer of all players participating in the trial by emailing
AlysLewis@rfu.com; and
Clubs must report any injuries caused as a result of the sports goggles to the RFU Community Medical
Team by emailing sportsinjuriesadmin@therfu.com and the player’s parents must report the injury to the
ABDO dispensing optician who prescribed the goggles.

*If an optician is registered with the Association of British Dispensing Opticians, the optician will be listed on the
General Optical Council’s list of registered members which is available at http://www.optical.org/. Please check
the list by inserting the name of the individual optician or opticians practice.
Onward communication
In light of the number of upcoming festivals (including CB festivals), we wanted to inform Constituent Bodies, the
ERSFU and the Referee’s Union as soon as a decision was made and in advance of the rest of the Game so that
you have the opportunity to raise any queries directly with us if you so choose.
In due course, we will be notifying clubs of the implementation of the trial but should you wish to inform your
clubs directly in the meantime, the RFU would have no objections to that.
Queries
Should you have any queries or require further clarification and guidance in relation to the proposed trial, please
contact Alys Lewis on AlysLewis@rfu.com.
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TO YOURSELF BE TRUE
This story is about honesty personified in the shape of an All Black scrum half, Aaron Smith, who plays Super
Rugby for the Highlanders based in Dunedin, Otago. It appears on the South African Referees website and is a
heartening tale of an act by a player which shows that not all professionals cheat. But there are some about.
CONTACT likes to give a classical tone to its articles and in relation to the following account it is fitting to quote
Warwickshire’s William Shakespeare. In Hamlet, Polonius advises his son, Laertes “This above all: to thine own
self be true. And it must follow, as the night the day, thou canst not be false to any man”. (Referees included)
Whether Aaron studied the works of the Bard at school is not known but he seems to have adopted as his ethos
“You should always tell the truth, even when it seems as if it would be useful to tell a lie” Good on you, mate.
This is what happened. And it can be viewed on You Tube. www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpuovvzzCQ4
The honesty of Aaron Smith
The Highlanders attack and the referee plays advantage as the
Force's Junior Rasolea goes offside. Aaron Smith, the Highlanders'
scrumhalf, sells a dummy and darts at the goal-line and is over under
the posts, buried under a heap of players.
The referee made the T-sign, asking for timeout. It seemed that he
would consult the TMO even though he had such a good view of the
action.
Instead, he bent over and asked Smith if he had scored. Smith said
he had not scored, and so the referee went to the penalty for offside.
The picture on the left captures the moment.
The very first sentence in the Foreword to the Laws of the Game tells
of the principle involved.
The object of the Game is that two teams of fifteen or seven players
each, observing fair play according to the Laws and sporting spirit, should by carrying, passing, kicking and
grounding the ball, score as many points as possible, the team scoring the greater number of points being the
winner of the match.
All of those involve what Smith did. He knew he had not grounded the ball but observed fair play and the sporting
spirit to tell the referee that he had not grounded the ball. Not only did he save time, but he set an example.
The Playing Charter describes the Spirit in which the Game should be played. It says
“Rugby owes much of its appeal to the fact that it is played both to the letter and within the Spirit of the Laws. The
responsibility for ensuring that this happens lies not with one individual - it involves coaches, captains, players
and referees.
Integrity is central to the fabric of the Game and is generated through honesty & fair play It is through discipline,
control and mutual respect that the Spirit of the Game flourishes and, in the context of a Game as physically challenging as Rugby, these are the qualities which forge the fellowship and sense of fair play so essential to the
Game’s ongoing success and survival.
Old fashioned traditions and virtues they may be, but they have stood the test of time and, at all levels at which
the Game is played, they remain as important to Rugby’s future as they have been throughout its long and distinguished past.
The principles of Rugby are the fundamental elements upon which the Game is based and they enable participants to immediately identify the Game’s character and what makes it distinctive as a sport”.
Thank you, Aaron Smith. Imagine how easy refereeing would be if this was the norm.
Comment: I for one would be thinking about a comeback. Editor

THINK ABOUT IT
Always remember. On the pitch and in the match the players are not your friends. They don’t give a damn about
your career as a referee or that an assessor is watching you. They don’t care about your reputation either.
They are only interested in their own game. If they can “con” a decision in their favour from you, they will. And if it
helps them to win, they will be happy.
Front rows are not stupid. They will collapse the scrum if they think they will get a kick at goal within range.
Don’t buy their claim “We ’d never collapse the scrum on own ball, Ref”. Just smile knowingly.
There is at least a 50:50 chance you called it right.

Tips from two RWC Final referees.
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I WANNA BE BETTER
This is what most referees say but achieving it is another matter. They ask “What do I need to do and do I have
the time do it”. The answer to the first part can be given by assessors, coaches, mentors and trainers.
The answer to the second part can only be given by themselves.
It all depends upon how much time and energy one has or wishes to give to Rugby. Family and work commitments come first and play time comes second in the order of priority for a happy life. If you are single and jobless,
then a life dedicated to refereeing can prove rewarding, spiritually and financially, provided you have the talent.
The thought of wanting to improve has to be followed by the deed. It starts with establishing whether you are
really serious about it and, if so, moving on to a process of review. Then comes the analysis. Where am I?
Where do I want to be? How am I going to get there? These are the first questions to ask yourself.
Of course, you may be perfectly satisfied with where you are doing currently. Players seem happy with you. No
complaints. Assessors report only minor development required. Too old or too busy to do any more.
Being good is enough for you. Nothing wrong with that. You are probably a competent referee, available most
weeks and as such a valued member of our Society. Thank you. Rugby needs more people like you.
But maybe there is a little something in your psyche niggling away at you. It’s whispering “But what if ?“
What if I established how fit I really am and did not assume I’m fit enough?
What if I got fitter and was able to maintain concentration throughout the whole eighty minutes?
What if I was quicker to the breakdown and spotted the first offence every time?
What if I studied my Law Book more often and knew all of the laws really well?
What if I talked more with players and coaches and understood what they are trying to do?
What if I attended society meetings more regularly and exchanged ideas with other referees?
What if I achieved the next level of refereeing qualification?
What if I made myself available more often to referee or to assist a colleague?
What if I had a chat with the Training Officer and Assessments Manager about getting a coach/mentor?
Our Society can provide you with the answers to these uncertainties. Fitness testing is arranged. Assessments
identify your strengths and weaknesses. Training meetings improve knowledge and performance. Courses for
further qualification are available. There are plenty of fixtures at home or on exchange for you to referee or assist
another official.
No need to bang on because it is self evident that each referee has to decide how committed he or she is to fulfilling their potential. The point of this article is to persuade people to reflect and appreciate that with even a little
more effort, doing better is a real possibility.
Still wannabe better? It’s your call and CUDRRS is right there with you whatever you decide.

GOING, GOING, GONE UP

Ben, James, Jim, Joe, Louis, Hadleigh, Sam and Stu who all bloo-med nicely and
climbed up the ladder this season. There are others too.
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CHARITY RUGBY EVENT
This event is taking place at the Cantabrigians Rugby Club on
17th May from 12 noon to 4.30 pm. It is being organised in aid
of EAAA by a current volunteer and former patient. The volunteer is Alex Woolley whom we know has good reason to support this charity. The arrival of the helicopter and his speedy
transfer to hospital saved his life after he had been seriously
hurt in a motor bike accident on his way to referee at Sawston.
He is now playing for Cantabs and hopes to return to refereeing at some stage. He agreed to be our SMAC at his
club which shows his ongoing commitment to CUDRRS. We are pleased to provide referees for the matches and
to support Alex in this good cause.
The day will be made up of two games of rugby involving four rugby teams made up of players from across the
four counties that EAAA serves as a charity. Alongside this great rugby spectacular, there will be lots of great activities for all the family to enjoy. There will also be refreshments and a licensed bar. Admission is free and parking will be provided at Long Road 6th Form College. All money raised on the day will be donated to the service.
President Evans is coordinating the Society’s input which will include a recruitment element, Keep Your Boots
On, and a Laws quiz. Jon is looking for some members to staff a stall to distribute leaflets and information about
training courses and manage the quiz on what should be a fun day. Please contact him before the end of April
to offer your services. You will be fully involved in deciding what the society will do on the day.

CHANCE TO GET BETTER
There is a chance to learn how to become a better referee. It comes from the Midlands Game Development Area
Training Officer, Rachel Brown. She explains in an email dated 4th April that
We are looking at splitting the Midlands Conference this year to run over a series of venues across a number of
days. This should make it more locally accessible and more viable from a cost point of view, i.e. we no longer
have any budget for such events and overnight stays hike up the price and potentially exclude some people.
We have pencilled in the following as a provisional dates and venues:
·
22nd June Henley in Arden, Warwickshire
·
29th June Worcester
·
6th July Cambridge
·
20th July Nottingham
The target audience for these events will be those coaching and refereeing in the 15 a side game i.e. L2/L3
coaches and ELRA qualified Referees. We will be looking to get some guest /high profile speakers to make up
the content of the day with both Referees and Coaches catered for. The aim is to keep the cost as reasonable as
possible i.e. around £50 per event with the possibility of a discount if attending more than one event.
Booking will be available at the beginning of May with all speakers, topics and venues confirmed.
Final details will be distributed as soon as they are received. For the moment make a note of the dates and let
Charles Osbourn know if you are interested in attending.

WISH LIST
The next Financial Manager will be asked to contact certain major corporations to seek sponsorship from them
and ask permission for us to use their mottos which resonate with the activities of CUDRRS.
Sky
Tesco
TSB
Lexus
Honda
Microsoft

Believe in Better
Every Little Helps
The Bank that likes to say Yes
Pursuit of Perfection
The Power of Dreams
Where do you want to go today

CUDRRS does about our refereeing and Rugby
How members contributions ensure we deliver
And so do our appointments team to requests for refs.
What our advisers help our referees to engage in
What a PDP gives to referees with ambitions.
John Hanlon’s standard question to his Sunday cohort.

This is not true, of course, and should not put off any member volunteering to serve the Society in this way.
Neither should members be put off attending the AGM for fear of being volunteered into a job they do not want to
do. CUDRRS does not do forced labour. We are signatories to The United Nations International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (Article 8). That’s not true either.
What is true and there is no doubt about it WE NEED A VOLUNTEER TO TAKE CARE OF OUR FINANCES
If you could take on this role, please inform our President, Chairman or Hon Secretary. .
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ON LOCATION WITH CVS
CVS (Cudrrs Video Service– coming to a match with you) is available to record what you do and let you see how
you could do better. Like the NHS, it is free at the point of delivery and comes with an offer to discuss and advise.
Management Group is currently debating whether to give the videos a BBFC 15 or PG rating.
15 rated works are not suitable for children under 15 years of age They may contain strong violence, frequent
strong language (e.g. 'f***') but must not dwell on the infliction of pain or injury nor the strongest gory images
Strong sadistic violence is not acceptable.
PG stands for Parental Guidance. This means it is suitable for general viewing but some scenes may be unsuitable for young children. There may be mild bad language and violence will usually be mild.( by referees?)

Ross, the assassin, sorry Assessor, and Roy, his victim, sorry Referee, smile pre-match for the camera.
The camera man joined them post debrief for an Old Speckled Hen or two and a chat about life and CUDRRS.

Dr. Dave on the spot in a Colleges League One match and Hadleigh on the spot to get the line out sorted

Stu keeps a close eye on the top of the table clash between Cantabs and Old Cooperians. Great game.
CONTACT is compiled, edited and distributed by Mike Dimambro, Honorary Member.
Members are asked to send in comments, articles, questions etc on rugby matters concerning refereeing and
CUDRRS. Just email michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or phone 01223 564459. Have your say!!!
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ALL TOGETHER
That is the wish of Management Group as it finalises arrangements for the Annual General Meeting.
MG would like to present a choice of nominations for every post up for election. Honorary Secretary, David Tyrell
will be sending out formal notice of the meeting before the end of April. Look out for his email.
In the meantime, members are asked to send him nominations for all posts and in particular for the posts of
Financial Manager and Communications Manager. Nominations must be submitted by Wednesday 7th May.
The wish extends to a hope that there will be an all together attendance at the AGM.
Will CUDRRS commitment stretch to a turn out in excess of 20, or 30 or more?
Let our devotion to the Society be reflected by a grand finale.
Better Together and I don’t mean to stray into the Scottish independent debate.

AND NOW A WORD FROM OUR SPONSOR

Free bottle of bubbly draw
ETL Cambridge are keen to keep members up to date with relevant news and promotions. With all the
spam that is out there we want to make sure that we have your permission to send you these updates.
Sign up to our newsletter and during May we will be giving away a bottle of bubbly to six
selected members during the month.

randomly

You can sign up to our newsletter here: http://eepurl.com/Rzmi1
We look forward to hearing from you!
CUDRRS is grateful for ETL’s sponsorship of our Society Handbook.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
The long awaited return match between our two top clubs was played before a crowd of almost 1,900 people.
The Cambridge News carried a report by Mark Taylor that started with these words
There were two winners on Saturday at the Davey Field – the spirit of the game and Cambridge.
It can sound corny and cliché-ed to say that rugby ran out the winner, but it feels that was the case. Bragging
rights, for what they are worth, went to Cambridge as they matched Shelford’s feat of winning on their rival’s terri
tory, but it was the way in which the match was contested that deserves the greatest plaudits. He added
“this was contested in great spirit and was a credit to both sets of players”. This was the good part.
Then came the bad and ugly bit as Mark commented “On such a good occasion for the community and rugby, it
is disappointing to note the lack of grace from Cambridge head coach Craig Newby”.
Apparently, when Shelford won at Volac Park, Craig stood in the technical area after the final whistle and Dick
Matthews went over to him and shook his hand. On this occasion, Craig raced onto the pitch failing to return the
courtesy he had been shown that used to be characteristic of what was called “a gentleman’s game.
Dick went and found him. The report concluded by saying Craig should have set a better example by showing
humility in both victory and defeat.
CONTACT includes this item simply as a reminder that we should all read the Playing Charter and follow it.
To quote: It is through discipline, control and mutual respect that the Spirit of the Game flourishes. Old
fashioned traditions and virtues they may be but they have stood the test of time.
Their preservation depends on coaches, captains, players and referees doing the right things. We will.
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THE END IS NIGH

Greene King Cup Finals
(featuring Saffron Walden’s 2nd XV in the Premiere Final at 3 p.m.)
Wide range of local and regional ales, lagers and ciders (plus full bar)
Three live bands featuring . Free entrance and parking
CUDRRS officials have been appointed to all three finals.
An opportunity for members to gather and end the season joyfully together.

DOING BETTER BY LAW?
Down under in Australia, Rugby Union has to compete with Rugby League and Cricket for public support. How to
attract more spectators to matches where the laws are incomprehensible to the average / occasional watcher,
and often refereed not as they should be but to get more bums on seats, has been a constant worry.
The ARU is considering a number of innovative laws, including reducing the value of penalty goals and field goals
from three points to two and increasing the value of conversions from two points to three. Other changes being
considered are preventing kicking penalty goals outside the 22 and stopping the clock for scrums.
The game has become more complex as the law makers strive to wrest back control from the professionals how it
is played. The has been an enormous increase in the number of penalties. Sanctions should be imposed for serious offences, e.g. fouls, cheating, offside / interference, slowing the ball down. The referee has to penalise here.
But with improvements in ball technology, the average kicking distance has significantly increased and enabled
teams to convert more penalties into points. Goal-kicking has become the singularly most important element of
the game and the importance of a reliable goal kicker remains as paramount as ever.
Kick your goals to win your games. The first name on the team sheet is often the player with better than average
kicking ability. The pros and cons of the ARU’s law changes can be argued but let’s see what happens in its
National Rugby Championship that starts in August before we make up our minds. CONTACT is on the case.

TRUE SPORT
Rugby people have a passionate enthusiasm for the Game. Rugby generates emotional attachment.
So does golf, judging by what Bubba Watson, the new Masters champion, said after his recent win.
“I don’t play golf because I want people to tell me how great I am at it. I don’t play it to make a living. I play it because I just love the game and I want to help it grow. It has given me my values and everything I have ever
owned in my life”.
If we substituted “referee” for “play” and “Rugby” for “golf”, we might just have a statement to describe what drives
CUDRRS members to do what they do. You make the substitutions and tell CONTACT whether you agree. We
need to recruit people with the same motivation and work ethic to take our society forward. Ut diu floreat.

